
HANGAR X

Required space (in m2):

Name / Organisation / 
Initiative / Collektiv:
E-Mail:

Telephone:

Desired starting date:

Duration of use (permanent, one time, 
recurring, occasional):

Project / user description ( issue, contribution to the common well-being, contribution to the 
dismantling of discriminatory structures): 

Max. rental costs / month:
Ideal rental costs / month:
Max. investment:

REFURBISHMENT

This we can do ourselves:

This should be there:

We do not need this necessarily:

FINANCING

COMMUNITY

We can share (things, expertise, skills):

We want to become part of the 
Hangar X workshop (Sept - Dec 2020) 
and share following expertise: 

I want to recieve Torhaus Berlin newsletter (irregular): Ja Nein

By submitting the form, I/we declare and agree that the data provided by us will be stored, issued and processed 
within the framework of the „Hangar X“ project. Under no circumstances will data be passed on to third parties. 



HANGAR X

Concreted forefield. Usage here is also possible. Partly covered.

length: approx. 100m /// width: approx. 50m

height: approx. 16m (partly 12m) 

toilets (all gender): 1 x 5 cabins, 1 x 3 cabins

Quelle: Berliner Immobilien-
management „Informations-
heft zur Lokation Flughafen 
Tempelhof“

ca. 160m2

ca. 220m2

ca. 130m2

ca. 60m2

ca. 160m2

ca. 290m2

ca. 5.000m2

If you wish, 

feel free to draw in 

your desired location and 

send it scanned / photographed to 

hangar@torhausberlin.de. 

Please write your organisation /  

name on the sheet.



HANGAR X
Space for further thought, sketches, poems, critique, feed-back:


	Name: Parallax Lab
	E-Mail: lab.parallax@gmail.com
	Telefonnummer: 015222059064
	Telefonnummer 2: 30-40m2
	Telefonnummer 3: November 2020
	Telefonnummer 4: Recurring, Once a month
	Telefonnummer 5: We are a collective of artists and scientists that met outside of the UdK and TU Berlin, coming from both Universities. The idea that put us together was dismantling the barriers that institutions put on knowledge exchange, as well as enabling access to artistic and scientific practices for people with different backgrounds. We meet regularly for developing hybrid projects, we organize workshops for DIY electronics and share materials for developing individual and collective projects. We are mostly women working around the edges of patriarchal ideas of scientific and artistic expression, with the aim of creating a dynamic  with a descentralized structure. 
	Telefonnummer 6: 100
	Telefonnummer 7: 0
	Telefonnummer 8: 200
	Telefonnummer 9: cleaning, materials, furniture
	Telefonnummer 10: electricity, tables
	Telefonnummer 11: tables
	Telefonnummer 12: materials (beamer, speakers, cables, drill) materials (drill, beamer, cables), scientific/artistic knowlede
	Telefonnummer 13: Experimental Electronicscircuit boards, sensors, DIY speakers and mics, DIY homescience (fermentation) 
	Telefonnummer 15: JA
	Telefonnummer 16: 
	Telefonnummer 14: We would be happy to join Hangar X with organizing a Parallax Lab workshop there. After pandemic, our collective Parallax Lab is positive to keep coming up with ideas of how to exchange knowledge from art to science and viceversa in ways that are accessible, dynamic and interesting. Outside of academic frames and patriarchal conceptions. We have been looking for a place where to have our meetings that are outside of the academic institutions where we came from, cause the knowledge, materials and skills we have should be accessible by any people that is interested in the topics of art and science. Especially women, POCs and LGBT communities.We have a lot to share, a crew of warm hearted and active people, and  we would be honoured to be part of the Hangar X at Tempelhof, a great example of public space being used for multiversal projects, diverse activities and accessible to the people.Thank you for the opportunity.Victoria from Parallax Lab


